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The chief aim of the Teacher Corps is to facilitate collaboration

,inung Ixthlic schools and universities to improve educational opportunities

for low income students. The focus of this collaboration is the use of

'rtvis-lier Corps/university/school resources to provide inservice training

to teacners. Throughout its history ToAcher Corps has sought continually

to exiand the circle of collaboration, on the project level., to include

all groups who playozi a significant role in the °location of low income

sttkients. Consequently, since its inception i.n 1965, numerous program

.111,ndmi,nts and logislative changes have bk..-en made to syst critically involve

ikirents, comunity residents, school principals, deans of education and

othexs in the change programs of Teacher Corps projects. Tcyacher Corps

invested heavily in collaboration among these groups in the hope that

thc synergy of their contd.ned efforts would increase the impact of the

pro it.x.-ts on the educational opportunities available in target schools.

In of fect , Timelier Corps was atteivting to establish a series of net-

v.iorks, on the school level, which would continue to function after the

eL,1;tion of foderal furds. In terms of collaboration, Teacher Corps

at tuitut.ing to develop a functional system of naually beneficial

1.01 ati onsh )rk i ng toward the shaml object 'live of improved cducaL

ort an i

Ironically, it was Mt until 1974 that Tviieher Corps itettd to erwte

it :;,.:item for coll,thorati,,n among project directors i.Ind their pojects,



the Toacivr Corps netwurks. The aim of the networks was to facilitate
uifonaation sharing and problein solving anong projects to aid their
,levelotiTIOnt and effectiveness. The networks wexe governocl by the project
directors ard were provided with furris and a staff to aid the administration
of their affairs and the excution of their decision.

Prior to the creation of networks, no formal channels for sharing

anti collaboration amon9 project directors existed. The irony of this
circumstance 1.slas the large mimbex of project directors who had developed

skills resulting fran previous Teacher Corps experience, and the exrtitally

large minter of directors with no experience who were in need of those
skills. Networks not only provided a vehicle ror nota people to exr:loit
:ht eixpelience of veterans, they also served as a nmns to achieve outcomes
difficult for any director to achieve Lidividually.

Since their craition, netlhorks have producal manerJus products through
the ortjanizal collaboration of project directors. Alternative training

designs, extensive documentation of effective models aad practices, and
a wide range of project, role groups, and 'director oriented services have

rel;ulted fran tliese canbined efforts, ilowever, the productive and efficient
eollaboration which bow characterivas most networks was only achieved after

long period of growth (sanetimes painful) and consolodiation within each
network. The active sense of owership, resronsibility, and connittraent
to networking, now fairly °anion among directors, was slow to develop,

This cliapter will examine the develorinent of networks in Teacher Corps

drawing on the experience of the New Fgland network and others, and cite
loarnin.is alxiut the organization and managtinent of effective netv)rks.
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PuRIOSE AND FMTION OF A NEISCRK

The Toacher corps networks canprise what Sarason calls a "humm
resource network." It is an association of people with similar concerns

and rcsionsibilities who regard thanselves and their projects as mutual
resources for ix)sitive exploitation. The network seeks to maximize the
dojree of functional benefit achieved by oach network member; to aid meiabers
in effecting the synergetic potential of network collaboration.

The network brings together people who have canmarility of purpose

Lira diversity of skills, perspectives, and experience levels. This balance

of unity and diversity is the basis of what Cohen and Iprentz call the
"dynainic equilibrium: of Networking." On one hand, the network serves to
help its members transcend the constraints of daily operation of their projects.
The diversity of perspectives and experience helps them to see larger-isSues
and concerns and address a wide range of issues more effectively, On the

()Char hand, the efforts of the Network are meaningless unless they can be
uraitslated into actior steps which aid the day to day operation of the

6.projects.

The greater the diversity of experience ar Ci. perspective, tbp mire
et ftvt ive a Netwath can becane. For this reason, one pi-imary function
,f the Network is to maintain an open systm stance; to solicit input

1A1 involwnent (ran a wide range of otlprs, (i.e., project menbars,

cunnunity residents, doans, consultants, literoture and so on).
This ,,p(nness not only increases the degree of needs i.esTonsiveness and

1:nlwleale base of Netwurk activities, it also helps maintain a functional
orientation in the thinking of the networkers, This nriontation, in turn,
helps to insure the selection and design of activities which will have a

ive moasurable impact on the daily opeY,At.ion of project:;.
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The prilaary obstacles to the develorment of networks centeral on the
quest .1) who benefits - will the network be responsive and account-
,11,1e te the :weds of projects and directors?; 2) what are the costs -
will, itwlvanent in the network require excessive mounts of time?;
can the benefits outweigh the costs - will the products of network
involvement exceed the costs of involvement?

Although network collaboration makes inmediate theoretical sense,
Project directors, their staffs, and their constituents (teachers, parents,
And selvol administrators) each had operational agendas they were not eager
t,) disrupt. When networks were established, the initial reaction of these
,Iroups ranged from the accusation that they represented a meaningless

Icktshington "lay-on" to simple indiffererce, Very few show«1 excitment
.11,eut the potential of netlemks to produce noolc(L supv)rt. service-t.
Cotisckluently, finding weys to deven.strate the reciplreal benefits of
netw)rk ilivt)Ivervnt, develop trust among the ykarticilvints, and facilit,tte the
as:;ulution of responsibility among the mantlx,rs was the first major test of
the networks. Also, the networks did not have a clearly delitteated mandate
or goals statement, In other works, the first question: "What is the
network and what is it suppose to do?", had no ready answer.

The concomitant effect of the tine pressures directors faced at their
projects, the absence of a specific =Mate, and the fact that the net,,rk
,u1k1 its morbership had been created by a powerful external force slowcd
the develormit of networks, First, Teacher Corps project directors ware

ohli,ptet1 to particilxite in the networks but did not Inmediately see the
let cut Li 1 1)(1 k`r it ,!= of their part Lcipation. ;Ax.:ond, t tiere was act imn
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questioning among directors of whether the network's resources wpuld be

put to purposes they determinod or purposes thctated to them by Washington.

Third, ,letvork executive secretaries, the chief administrators of networks

(selected and directed by network boards of directors) were initially

suspected of servin9 twa twisters, the networks and Washi.txjton. Sane
directors suspected that networks would be used, by Washington, to perform

duties not in the projects' interest. Although those 'duties" were never

spocifically defined, the suspicion alone created an obstacle to network

develop-tent utich had to be overccne. Fourth, some project directors

&114 networks only as a means to acquire resources for their projec'cs and

were not disposed to reciprocate by contributing their tine, ideas, skills

or exIx.-rience.

These problems were primarially attributable to newness and the

absence of input frun project directors in the developirnt of the netivnrks.

projtvt directors h..ad no formal channels of cartnunication or mutual assistance

prior to the creation of networks, And, although there was a widely

: tVkxjnizod need for a vehicle to facilitate collaboration and sharing

anung projects, the sudden appearance of networks was generally greeted

with suipicion.

The New Dig land Network was no exception, The early meetings of the

ot directios were dominated by discussion of who the network belongal

to, its purpose aid capacity for service, defthing the functions and

aeeountabil ity of the axecutive secretary, and developing an acceptaLle

T wrnam.t., structare, During that pericil there were three nujor concerns

,Inounj (lirector!;, First , that the network would oid.y be u:;t. for I-Alriose:-;

lt t rini ned by the dirtvtors, Directors wen, onicerned thit. t he rc,c;nurcii:i



of the rw,twolk ndght be exploited by Teacher Corps/Washington bo excute its

atjergias and would consequently lose its value to the projects it was

swposed tç SerVe. Second, that the executive secretary si_:ve and be

accountable only bo the board cf directors. Directors were suspicious

that executive seCretaries would be used to feedback information on the

problems of specific vrojects, and that they would be asked to perform

scrvices not specifically related bo network business. Third, that there

was parity among the directors in decision making, access to resources,

and access to services. And fourth, that the time directors spent away

fran their projects be productive of benefits for those projects.

Also, because of the newness of the network, integrating its support

services in to the projects' normal oFerations was a priority concern. If

the network's services were offered at the expense of local project

efficiency, the benefits realized from those services lepuld Lc at least

deminished by the disruption of their offering.

Ni'711NORK DEVI3arran STRATDSIES

The primary developar-nt concern in networking is faci litatirig the

tilwt.li of trust and the assumption of responsibility among the muthlm,

se Out the network can become productive and mutually beneficial. The

initial steps takLli by the New England network included: 1) designing

1 governance structure which defined the comuosition of thc board of

,111:0,:tors, the autivrity of the board and its individual mcybers, an(l a

for decision-making; 2) defining the se6pe of work, authority, and

Acootultability of the executive secretary; and 3) dev/Aoping a process for

the inttial assessment of ploject needs to facilitate the design of programs



ind services.

In designing the governance structure and developing programs and

services th0 issue of concern is defining the networks roal constituency.

1A,si qn i nq an equitalde
governance structure is a fairly simple and straight

1,)1ward matter. llowever decision-making and program design ralui re the

cnnsideration of and input from all of the populations impacted. In

Teacher Corps networks there are two constituencies. The first is the

,)ro ject directors, who, by virtue of their position, have a unique set of

;upiort and service needs not shared by other =doers of their projects.

The second is those poeple who compose their projects and who represent

t he primary targets of much of the networks activity. In order for the

network to be effective, increasing degrees of trust and a sense of mutual

lx,nof i t must be developed among these populations boo.

1he ,leveloment of this awareness is aided when the project rremtiers

a (Nmsistent and moaningful role in network program desi(Jn and see

t ho network taking steps to be responsive to the needs they identifi/.

Nk 'W :110 Lana the network sought to provide this

1

role in the following

The initial assessment of project needs was conducted by

the network executive secretary in a series of project

visits. Each role group of each project was interviewed

about their role, its demands, and its most critical

supyort needs. The benefit of this exercise was two-

fold. First, it provided role groups with an opix.)rtunity

to discuss their needs and make recarrundations of ways

they mild be accarmdated, Second, they provided the



executive secretary with an opportunity to get to

know the people in the wojects and vice versa. These

meetings provided a forum for tile discussion of tiy2

network, its caixacIties and limiLations, and the

benefits of cross project collaboration among role groups

faced with similar challenges. Also, the data collected

fram these meetings were sumaried and presented to

the board of directors for decision-making on program

design.

2. As major areas of program development wre defined, task

forces composed of representatives from target role groups

were established. These task forces were charged with the

mission of developing and integrated senuence of program

activity. Decision made by these task forces WTO presented

as retxmenclations to the board of directors.

3. Documentation of activities, products, models and problems

was dissminated through activity reports and through the

network tabloid. The format of the reports and the tabloid

was organizal to provide relevant, useful information Uo all

role groups.

4. Each year a conference entitled, "What Has Teacher corps

Taught Us" wus held to facilitate product sharing and needs

assessnent for the mining yea.r

Through the vehicle of these strategies, the network gradually developed

a teputation for being consistently responsive to the needs of project

rmIxTs. This reputation, in turn, facilitated confidence 001nj the

t4



mothers (both directors and role groups) and their desire to be involved

in network activities. Also, at the end of each year, as old projects

terminAtod md new ones were funded, the "track record" of the nebmork

facilitated the quick involvement of the new projects in network activity.

It is interesting to note that the last role group to seriously

address its aan development wes the directors. In the first year of

the network, their energies were primarilly directed to the provision of

services to their projects. Although minerous sharing and problem solving

as.tivities were held for directors, it ues not until a consistent and effective

:locess for aommwdating the needs of their projects was establishud that

they turnixl serious attention to on-going develoment training for

thousolves, licvever, these activities did significantly contribute to the

,ievelopuent of nebmorking skills amng the directors. As the netuork

becaroo increabingly effective, the directors began to integrate networking

,-uncorn.; (sharing inforrution/skills, etc.) to Increasing degrees.

;I:AJMNICS

Our exivriences with netwrks indicate that certain wnsiderations

tre flinda.trental to the effectiveness of this brand of rollahoration.

1. Project directors must see the network as their agency,

owned equally be each matter. Although ultimately those

who are !lust active may assurr a greater share of informal

ownership and influence, it is imperative that directors

"biy into" the ooncept of networking ana assume a functional

responsibility for its (lirection.

2. The owywrship issue al sc triqgen; thf, issue 01 till

1 )



aid the function of the network and insure its freedom

from dominance by a single project, the network should

be located at a neutral site. As Cohen and Lorentz have

stated, "The setting of the network should alwnys be

on "neutral" ground." They further state, "A separate

office, with an Ability to keep doors open to all, is

the appropriate base for housing the coordinator and

administering the network." Cur experience has (lem-

onstrated that this separation helps the network belong

to everyone and no one. The resulting independence

facilitates the leadership function of the network

office.

3. The network must function in concert with the work flow

of projects. If the network services are offered at

the expense of local project efficiency, the benefits

realized from those services would be dominished by the

disruption of their offering.

4. The network must have flexible capacities. One primary

advantage of networking is the ease of adopting new

missions and tasks. A network roast be able to bend

its resources to enable it to respond to a range of

ever changin9 needs and coicerns, At the same time,

it is imvrotant that a network adopt a,central integrating

principle(s) which can function as a mdssion statement(s)

.ind guide the development of programs. The existence of

!.;uch a principle(s) will help the nitwork r.lvolve with more

1:0 lts chaos.
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5 , The network participants and staff must develop eurutittmenc

to and Skill in the networkinij process. As Cohen and Lorentz

ha:oe stated, "A major objective of looking at Networks as

process is to encourage individual expression, self aid

mutual help," Effective networking is characteri.xkl by

the function of the networkors as both "givers" and "Lakers".

6. The network otfice mast have the demonstr ted technical

capacities to "deliver the goods", A good "track remrd"

generates confidence among the network rembers which, in

turn, facilitates creative thinking, and high quality

committment and involvement. Because the mechanism, works,

people use it and rely on it. If this confidence in capacity

is absent, the scope, ambition, and iltIpact of the network

is sharply diminished, This confidence is especially

important because the success of a network is largely

deptAldent upon the degree to which its members perceive a

potential for benefit

CONCITSION

Heretofore, Teacher Corps networks have been onmpDsed solely of two

war cycle projects. These projects were fairly similar in structure,

01.0.1nization, and objectives, This year, the difference betwe.'n the

tw yoAr 12th Cycle projects and the five year '78 Series projtvrs wi 1 1

prtisent a major challenge to the networks and tO the directors to capturf.,

Int tql Me, and capitalize on the difference betwecn these two set s

1'1 it 'Ct S.



One key to the success of this effort will lie in the networks'

ability to transcend their structurAl differences, efd in the directors'

ability to.opply appropriate management technologieJ to their directions

A1th(Nr.01 Lhe projects will be different in kind, thpy will not he

lifferent in character. That is, the major aims aria functinns of the

two sets of projects will be parallel. This parallelism will serve to

maintain the key balance described earlier: caomonality of purpose

and diversity of mews, perspective, and experience levels. If this

bliance can be established it will reslult in a increase az:nievement of

outcomes in projects.
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